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Solar Neutrinos: A Scientific Puzzle

tio of PEP to PP neutrinos is approximately independent of which model (see below)
one uses for the solar properties (3). Two
other reactions in Table I are of special interest. The capture of electrons by 7Be (reaction 6) produces detectable neutrinos in
the 37C1 experiment. The 5B beta decay, re-

action 9, was expected (4) to be the main
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source of neutrinos for the 37Cl experiment

because of their relatively high energy (14
Mev), although it is a rare reaction in the
sun (see Table 1). There are also some less

important neutrino-producing reactions
from the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO)
cycle,
burning is widely used in inter-but we shall not discuss them in deFor the past 15 years we have tried,monuclear
in
tail since the CNO cycle is believed to play
collaboration with many colleagues inpreting
asmany kinds of astronomical infora rather small role in the energy-producmation and is a necessary link in estabtronomy, chemistry, and physics, to under-

tion
budget of the sun.
such basic data as the ages of
the
stand and test the theory of how the lishing
sun
In order to calculate how often the varistars
and
the
abundances
of
the
elements.
produces its radiant energy (observed on
The parameters of the sun (its age, mass, ous nuclear reactions occur, one must
the earth as sunlight). All of us have been
luminosity, and chemical composition) are make a detailed model of the interior of
surprised by the results: there is a large,
better known than those of any other star, the sun. The techniques for constructing
unexplained disagreement between obserand it is in the simplest and best under- such models are standard (1, 5) (although
vation and the supposedly well established
stood stage of stellar evolution, the quies- greater precision is required for the solar
theory. This discrepancy has led to a crisis
in the theory of stellar evolution; manycent
au- main sequence stage. Thus an experi- neutrino problem than for most other
thors are openly questioning some of ment
the designed to capture neutrinos pro- problems in stellar evolution). The physics
duced by solar thermonuclear reactions isinvolved is elementary. One imposes at
basic principles and approximations in this
a crucial one for the theory of stellar evolu- each point in the star the condition of hysupposedly dry (and solved) subject.
tion. We also hoped originally that the ap- drostatic equilibrium; that is, the condition
One may well ask, Why devote so much
plication of a new observing technique that the pressure gradient balances the
effort in trying to understand a backyard
would provide added insight and detailed gravitational attraction. Both radiative
problem like the sun's thermonuclear furinformation. It is for all of these reasons (a and kinetic contributions to the pressure
nace when there are so many exciting and
unique opportunity to see inside a star, a are included. The energy generation is givexotic discoveries occurring in astronomy?
Most natural scientists believe that we unwell-posed prediction of a widely used en by an integral over the derived temperderstand the process by which the sun'stheory, and the hope for new insights) that ature-density distribution, using the calcu-

heat is produced-that is, in thermonu- so much effort has been devoted to the

solar neutrino problem.
clear reactions that fuse light elements into
heavier ones, thus converting mass into en-

ergy. However, no one has found an easy

lated rates of all the nuclear reactions.

Energy transport in the solar interior is
largely by radiation and hence depends
inversely on the radiative opacity. It is con-

ventional to assume a primordial chemical
composition that is homogeneous throughout the sun and equal to the presently obdeep in the interior, where it is hidden by We shall now outline briefly the convenserved surface chemical composition. One
an enormous mass of cooler material.
tional wisdom (1) regarding nuclear fusion
makes
a sequence of successive solar modHence conventional astronomical inas the energy source for main sequence
els,
requiring
that the calculated luminosistars
like
the
sun.
It
is
assumed
that
the
struments can only record the photons
sunsun
shines because of fusion reactions sim- ty equal the observed solar luminosity at a
emitted by the outermost layers of the
model age of 4.7 x 109 years, the age of the
to those envisioned for terrestrial fu(and other stars). The theory of solarilar
enersolar
system.
sion to
reactors. The basic solar process is the
gy generation is sufficiently important
way to test the extent of our understandingNuclear Fusion in the Sun

because the sun's thermonuclear furnace is

the general understanding of stellar fusion
evolu- of four protons to form an alpha
tion that one would like to find a moreparticle,
detwo positrons (e+), and two neu-

trinos (v); that is, 4p - a + 2e+ + 2v. The Brookhaven Solar Neutrino Experiment
principal reactions are shown in Table 1
There is a way to directly and quanNeutrinos can be captured in nuclei by a
with a column indicating in what pertitatively test the theory of nuclear energy
reaction
called the inverse beta process, so
centage
generation in stars like the sun. Of
the of the solar terminations of the
called because it is the inverse of the beta
proton-proton chain each reaction occurs.
particles released by the assumed thermonuclear reactions in the solar interior,
The rate for the initiating proton-proton decay process in which neutrinos are

finitive test.

created. The Brookhaven solar neutrino

reaction, number 1 in Table 1, is
only one has the ability to penetrate (PP)
from
the center of the sun to the surface and
es- determined by the total luminosity detector is based on the neutrino capture
largely
the sun. Unfortunately, these neutrinos reaction (2, 6)
cape into space: the neutrino. Thusofneuare below
trinos offer us a unique possibility
of the threshold, which is 0.81 Mev,
v + 37C1 capture 3Ar + efor the 37C1 experiment that has been per"looking" into the solar interior. Moredecay
over, the theory of stellar aging by formed
ther- to detect solar neutrinos (2). The
PEP reaction (number 2), which is the
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as the familiar PP reaction except for
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which is the inverse of the electron capture
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neutrino experiment because of its unique

combination of physical and chemical
characteristics, which were favorable for
building a large-scale solar neutrino detector. Neutrino capture to form 37Ar in
the ground state has a relatively low energy

threshold (0.81 Mev) and a favorable cross
section, nuclear properties that are important for observing neutrinos from 7Be, '3N,

and O50 decay and the PEP reaction. If
neutrinos are energetic enough, 37Ar can be
formed in one of its many excited states (4,
7). Neutrinos from 8B decay have sufficient
energy to feed these excited states and have

a much higher capture cross section than
those from the lower energy neutrino
sources mentioned above. Because of this,
the capture rate was expected to be due
primarily to the 8B neutrinos. The nuclear
properties of 37Ar, 37K, and 37Ca have been

determined in various laboratory measurements, providing a solid experimental basis
for the original theoretical calculations of
the neutrino capture cross section of 37C1
(7). The sensitivity of the detector for neu-

trinos from the various solar processes

The chemical processing is relatively
the amount of 36Ar recovered compared to
simple (2, 8). A small amount of isotopithe amount introduced initially. If the
cally pure 36Ar (or 38Ar) carrierstandard
gas' is solar model were correct, one
placed in the tank and stirred into would
the liqexpect about 50 37Ar atoms in the
uid to insure that it dissolves. The tank is
400,000 liters of liquid at the time it is
then allowed to stand about 100 days, per- purged. These few atoms of 37Ar behave
mitting the 37Ar activity to grow to nearly chemically in the same way as the 3 x 1019
the saturation value. After this period theatoms of 36Ar introduced as a carrier gas.
pumps are turned on, circulating heliumTherefore, a direct determination of the
through the tank. Helium from the tank36Ar recovered is a reliable measure of the
passes through a chemical extraction sys-37Ar atom recovery.
tem consisting sequentially of a condenser,

Two additional tests have been per-

an absorber for perchloroethylene vapor,formed to ensure that 37Ar produced in the
and a charcoal trap at liquid nitrogen tem-large tank is indeed recovered efficiently.
perature, which collects the argon gas. TheIn one, a small neutron source was placed
gas is removed from the charcoal absorber,in the center of the tank through a reenpurified, and placed in a miniature propor-trant tube. Neutrons produce 37Ar in the
tional counter to observe 37Ar decayliquid by a series of nuclear reactions, and
events. Recovery of argon from the tank isone verifies that the 37Ar is recovered along
very high, at least 90 percent, and is deter-with the carrier gas. The second test was to
mined in each experiment by measuring introduce a measured number of 37Ar

Table 1. The proton-proton chain in the sun.
Solar

Number Reaction terminations Maximumneutrno energy

depends on these calculated cross sections.
The 37C1 reaction is very favorable from
a chemical point of view (2, 6, 8). Chlorine

is abundant and inexpensive enough that
one can afford the many hundreds of tons
needed to observe solar neutrinos. The

(%) (Mev)

1 p + p-2H + e+ + v 99.75 0.420
or

2 p +e- + p 2H v 0.25 1.44 (monoenergetic)

3 2H + p , He + y
4 3He + 3He - 4He + 2p 86
or

most suitable chemical compound is per-5 3He + 4He - 7Be + y

chloroethylene, C2C14, a pure liquid, which
6 7Be + e--- 7Li + v 0.861 (90%), 0.383 (10%) (both
monoenergetic)
is manufactured on a large scale for clean7 7Li + p- 24He 14

ing clothes. The product, 37Ar, is a noble
or
gas, which should ultimately exist in the
8 7Be + p - B +
liquid as dissolved atoms. The neutrino 9 8B -- 8Be* + e+ + v 14.06
capture process produces an 37Ar atom10 8Be* - 24He 0.02
with sufficient recoil energy to break free
of the parent perchloroethylene molecule

and penetrate the surrounding liquid,
where it reaches thermal equilibrium. Initially the recoiling argon atom is ionized.
As it slows down, it will extract electrons
from a neighboring molecule and become a
neutral argon atom. A neutral argon atom

behaves as dissolved argon, which can be
removed easily from the liquid by purging
with helium gas. These chemical processes
are of crucial importance to the operation

of the detector.

The Brookhaven 37C1 detector (see Fig.
1) was built deep underground to avoid the
production of 37Ar in the detector by cosmic rays. This was done with the cooperation of the Homestake Gold Mining Com-

pany (Lead, South Dakota), who excavated a large cavity in their mine

(.1500 m below the surface) to house the
experiment. The final detector system consists of an - 400,000-liter tank of perchloroethylene, a pair of pumps to circulate helium through the liquid, and a small building to house the extraction equipment, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.

1.

Schematic

of
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Table 2. Significance of counting rates in the
37C1 experiment. One solar neutrino unit
(SNU) = 10-36 captures per target particle per

atoms (500) into the detector and then remove them, measuring the overall recovery
and counting efficiency. Both of these tests

depths underground indicates that the cosmic-ray production rate in the detector is

0.09 + 0.03 37Ar atoms per day (13). Thus,

second.

show that 37Ar is efficiently removed by the

the observed rate in the detector is essen-

Counting rate

procedures used.
The entire gas sample from the tank is
placed in a small proportional counter with

Counting rate Significance of counting ratetially the same as the extrapolated cosmic(SNU)

35 Expected if the CNO cycle
produces the solar
luminosity

an internal volume of less than a cubic cen-

timeter. The decay of 37Ar is characterized
by the energy deposited in the counter by
the Auger electrons following the electron

-6 ? 2 Predictions of current models

1.5 Expected as a lower limit

consistent with standard
ideas of stellar evolution

capture process. These Auger electrons

0.3 Expected from the PEP

have a very short range in the counter and
produce a characteristic pulse shape, which

ray background, and there is no evidence
(at the 90 percent confidence level) for a
solar neutrino capture rate of 1.5 solar
neutrino units (SNU; 1 SNU = 10-36 captures per target particle per second). The
individual experiments and the average
rate are illustrated in Fig. 2, including

some more recent runs.
reaction, hence a test of the

basic idea of nuclear fusion

can be distinguished electronically. In a

as the energy source for

main sequence stars

typical experiment only about two to four
events are observed in the counter that

Even though the average 37Ar production rate shown in Fig. 2 is very low, there
are occasional high runs. These may be due
to statistical fluctuations in the data or to

have the proper characteristics for an 37Ar
rare cosmic-ray events. It is unlikely that
decay.
decay of 36C1 (half-life, 308,000 years) arevariations on the time scale of months are
We might add that Jacobs (9) has raised
due to changes in the solar neutrino flux,
identical to those of the neutrino capture
since solar thermal time scales are tens of
the question of whether the chemical tests
process. Because of the intense 36C1 source
are valid, and has suggested that 37Ar proneeded, this experiment is not an easy onethousands of years or longer.
duced by neutrino capture either does not
to perform, but it is now being undertaken. Is there any hope of improving the sensiThere is little question about the chemicaltivity of the present 37C1 detector? There
become a neutral dissolved argon atom or
that once formed it is trapped in a molecufate of 37Ar produced by neutrino capture,are two limitations: the background countlar cage or compound. The possible formaand we feel certain that recovery of 37Aring rate of the counters used to measure
from the 400,000-liter detector is accurate-the 37Ar activity, and the cosmic-ray backtion of an argon molecule ion with perchloroethylene was tested by an experily measured by the 36Ar (or 38Ar) recoveryground effect. Attempts are being made to
measurements described above.
decrease the counter background, which is
ment of Leventhal and Friedman (10),
at present 1 to 2 counts per month, to less
and they showed that the charge exchange

than 0.5 per month. With this improve-

process is at least 100 times more likely.
The formation of molecular cages or rare
gas compounds in perchloroethylene is

ment a search could be made for a solar

Observational Results

neutrino flux in the range of 0.5 to 1 SNU.

A set of ten experimental runs carriedThe 37C1 experiment tests theoretical
ideas at different levels of meaning, deout in the Brookhaven 37C1 experiment
argon atom would not be retained, as evipending on the counting rate being disover the last 3 years show that the 37Ar
denced by the diffusion of rare gases in
cussed. The various counting rates and
production rate in the tank is 0.13 : 0.13
plastics. One could test the chemical fate
37Ar atoms per day (12). Even though their
the significance are summarized in Table
of argon (11) by studying the formation of
2. It is obvious from a comparison of Table
tank is nearly a mile underground, a small
36Ar from molecules of 36Cl-labeled per2 with the experimental results given above
amount of 37Ar is produced by cosmic
chloroethylene, C2C1336C1. The recoil dynamics and ultimate chemical behavior of
(and in Fig. 2) that the value (7) of 35
rays. An evaluation of data obtained by exSNU's based on the CNO cycle is ruled
posing 7500 liters of C2C14 at various
the resulting 36Ar ion produced in the beta
out. More surprisingly, the best current
models (14) based on standard theory,
which imply - 5.5 SNU's, are also inconSOLAR NEUTRINORATE
sistent with the observations. This dis(SNU)
1.6
-8
agreement between standard theory and
observation has led to many speculative
I
suggestions of what might be wrong. One
6
1.2H
-STANDARD
such suggestion (15), that in the solar inteE
SOLAR MODEL
rior the heavy element abundance is at

very unlikely. Even if they were formed, an

o
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surface abundance, leads to an expected
counting rate of 1.5 SNU's (see Table 2),
which is about as low a prediction as one
can obtain from solar models without seri-

ously changing current ideas about the
physics of the solar interior. We note that
present and future versions of the 37C1 experiment are not likely to reach a sensitiv-
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-0.8
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least a factor of 10 less than the observed
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Fig. 2. Summary of the neutrino observations.

clear fusion as the energy source for main
sequence stars is correct.
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with
a 53-day
half-life. Although this reacsystems as well as they think they
do,
and
tionin
has
a high threshold, 861 kev, the tarthe failure of the standard theory
this
The conflict between observation and
get, 7Li,are
has a neutrino capture cross secsimple case just proves that physicists
for PEP neutrinos 34 times higher
standard theory has led to many speculacorrect in being skeptical of thetion
astronotions about the solar interior that were adthat of 37C, and the reaction is favormers' claims. Many astronomersthan
believe,

Speculations

for observing PEP neutrinos. The
vanced because their proponents believedon the other hand, that the presentable
conflict
that the subject is in a state of crisis. between theory and observation is
neutrino
capture cross sections for this tarso large
get are
known (1) and could, in
For example, it has been suggested that theand elementary that it must be due
to accurately
an
sun contains a black hole in its center,
principle,
permit one to determine the relaerror in the basic physics, not in
our astive evolufrequency of capture of neutrinos from
which is currently supplying more thantrophysical understanding of stellar
half the observed solar luminosity throughtion.

the various reactions listed in Table 1. De-

energy radiated when the black hole ac-

velopment work has started on chemical

separation methods and counting techcretes mass from the surrounding gas (16).
niques. The experiment might involve
It has also been suggested that the sun is inThe Next Experiment
about 200,000 liters of nearly saturated
a transient phase during which the interior
lithium chloride solution, from
luminosity produced by nuclear reactions Another experiment is required aqueous
to settle
which
is much less than the observed luminosity,the issue of whether our astronomy
or about
our 30 atoms of 7Be must be separated.
to say, such an experiment
which results from photons slowly diffus- physics is at fault. Fortunately,
one Needless
can
is not easy.
ing out from the interior to the surfacemake a testable distinction. The flux of low
(17). These suggestions have not been
energy neutrinos from the PP and PEP reReferences and Notes
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